Abstract--New oscillation criteria are established for second-order differential equations containing both delay and advanced arguments of the form,
INTRODUCTION
We consider second-order forced equations with both retarded and advanced arguments in the foru L
(k(t)z'(t))'+p(t)lz(r(t))l~-lz(r(t))+q(t)lz(a(t))l ~ lz(~(t))=e(t), (E~,~)
*Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. The authors are grateful to the referee for his/her valuable suggestions. where t >_ 0, a _> 1 and /3 _> 1; k, p, q, e,'r, cr are continuous real-valued functions; k(t) > 0 is nondecreasing; ~-and a are nondeereasing, r(t) _< t, or(t) _> t, and limt--.o~ ~-(t) = ec. Ifa =/3 = 1, then (Ea,~) reduces to a linear equation, (k (t) ~' (t))' + p (t) • (~ (t)) + q (t) ~ (~ (t)) = ~ (t) (E1,1)
As usual, a solution of (E~,¢~) is said to be oscillatory if it is defined and nontrivial on some half-line [to, oo) and has an unbounded set of zeros, where to >_ 0 may depend on the solution. The equation will be called oscillatory if every solution is oscillatory. As is customary, we tacitly assume that solutions of (E~,z) exist and nontrivial on some half-line [to, oc). For the general theory, particularly the existence of solutions of such equations, we refer to [1] [2] [3] . We should also point out that equations in the form of (E~,z) are not only of theoretical and but also practical importance. For instance, in studying electrodynamic systems, see [2] , one has to deal with a second-order differential equation of the form,
~" (t) + ~ ~ (t -7) + .~ • (t + ~-) = ~ (t),
which is clearly a special case of (El,l).
The oscillation of (E~,z) when ~-(t) = t and q(t) = 0 has been studied by many authors, see [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and the references cited therein. If q(t) -O, then the equation becomes a delay differential equation for which there exist also numerous results in the literature [10] [11] [12] [13] . Unlike delay differential equations, those containing advanced arguments or both delay and advanced arguments are quite rare in literature [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , and in most cases p(t) and q(t) are assumed to be nonnegative.
Nasr [7] and Wong [9] have studied the oscillation of
Recently, Sun [12] has extended these results to delay differential equations of the form,
where a >_ 1 and the potentials p and e are allowed to change sign. Later, employing the arguments in [12] , ~akmak and Tiryaki [13] have established similar oscillation criteria for equations of the form, x" (t) + q (t) f (x (7 (t))) = e (t),
where f(x) is assumed to satisfy certain growth conditions.
In this article, we consider second-order differential equation containing not only delay but also advanced arguments and derive new oscillation criteria which are similar to ones obtained in [12] . We also allow the potentials p, q, and e to oscillate. To the best of our knowledge, no such criteria is known concerning the oscillation of (E~,~), even for the case p(t) = O. Therefore, our results extend and improve the main results of [6, 7, 9, 12] .
PRELIMINARIES
Suppose that for any given T _> 0, there exist intervals [~-(al) , bl], [T(a2), b2], [cl, ~(dl)], and [c2, c~(d2)] contained in [T, ec) such that al < bl, a2 < b2, ol < dl, o2 < d2, and 
Let H • D(a, b)
. Following Wong [20] , we define a linear functional db: el0, oc) ~ ]R as
By using the integration by parts fornmla it is not difficult to see that
A~(h')=-Ab(~--),
h C Cl[0, ec).
THE MAIN RESULTS
(2.7)
,2]
PROOF. Assume to the contrary that x(t) is a nonoseillatory solution of equation (EI,J. Let x(t) > O, x(~-(t)) > O, x(cr(t))
> 0, for all t _> tl for some tl _> 0. Define
k(t)~' (t) w(t) -t > tl. x(t) ' -
In view of (E1,1), we see that
~ x(~(t)) x(o(t)) e(t) w'(t)=~(t)w (t)+p(t)--+q(t)--.
(3.3)
~(t) • (t) ~(t)
We begin with the linear case, namely a = 1 and/3 = 1.
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that (2.1) (2.5) hold. If there exist H1 E D(ai,b~) and H2 C D(ci,di) such that either
Choose al sufficiently large so that r(r(a~)) >_ t~. In view of (2.1)-(2.5), we see from (3.3) that
. Therefore, by a slight modification of the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1 in [12] , see also the lines following (3.7), we arrive at
In a similar manner, we have
Indeed, if t ~ [el, a(dl)], then by the mean-value theorem there exists a real number z e (t, er(dl)) such that
from which, on using (i) the positivity of x(cr(dl)), (ii) the monotonieity of k(t), and 
and hence,
Integration of (3.8) over It, or(t)] for t • [cl, dl) results in (3.7). In view of (3.6) and (3.7), it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that
Suppose that (3.1) holds. Noting that the functional Aba defined by (2.6) is monotone, we apply it to (3.9) with H = H~, a = sz > al, and b = b~. Then, by using (2. and Q¢~ (t) = /3 (/3 --1) 1/~-1 q (t) 1/¢~ ]e (t)l a-1/z (3.13)
We first consider the case a = 1 and/3 > 1.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that a = 1 and fl > 1, and (2.1)-(2.5) hold. If there exist H~ E D(a~, b~) and H2 E D(c~, di) such that either ~b~ [H~(t) p(t) z(t)-r(ai) H[2(t) k(t) ] dt>0
(3.14)
t -7-(ai) -

OF
/d~ [H~(t) Q~(t) cr(di)_cr(t ) H;2(t) k(t) ] dr>O, (3.15)
~ (d~) -t -
for i = 1, 2, then (El,p) is oscillatory.
PROOF. Let z(t) be nonoscillatory solution of (EI,~) so that x(t) > O, x(~(t)) > O, x(T(t)) > 0
for all t _> tl for some tl _> 0. We may choose al sufficiently large so that T(7-(al) ) > tl. takes on its absolute minimum value as -B, see also [7, 12] . Using (3.16) in (EI,~), we easily obtain
Clearly, if t E [T(al), bl], then q(t) x#(cr(t))-e(t) >_fl(fl-1)l/~-lq(t)l/~le(t)ll-1/~x(~(t)).
(k(t) x'(t))'+p(t)x(T(t))+Q~(t)x(cr(t)) <_0, tc [T(al),bl].
The remainder of the proof proceeds along the lines of that of Theorem 3.1.
In a similar manner, we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that c~ > 1 and/3 1, and (2.1)-(2.5) hold. If there exist H1 E D(ai, b~) and H2 C D(ei,d.i) such that either or (t) -~ (a,) ,~ ] t-~-(a~) H 1 (t) k(t) dt_>0 (3.17)
J~i~ [ H2(t)q(t) ~r(di)-~r(t)a(di) -t
Hi 2 (t) k (t)] dt _> 0, (3.18) 20) for i -1, 2, then (E~,~) is oscillatory.
PaooF. Suppose that there exists a nonoscillatory solution x(t) of (Ea,z). We may assume that x(t) > O, x(a(t)) > O, X(T(t))
> 0 for all t > tl for some tl _> 0. Choose al sufficiently large so that r(w(al)) >_ tl. Let t ~ [w(al), bl] and write
e(t) = he(t) + (1 --e(t).
Then, as in (3.16), we have
p (t) x a (7 (t)) -)~ e (t) >_ )~l-1/ap~ (t) x (~-(t))
Using (3.21) and (3.22) in (E~,~), we get
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1, hence, it is omitted. |
It is easy to see that lira P~(t) =p(t), lim Q/~(t)=q(t). a---~ 1+ ]3---* 1+
Therefore, we may consider Theorems 3.1-3.3 as special cases of Theorem 3.4 provided that a = 1 and ~ = 1 are interpreted as a --+ 1 + and/3 ~ 1 +, respectively. Now consider the delay equation,
(k(t)x'(t))'+p(t)lx(r(t))l~-lx(r(t))=e(t),
a_>l, (3.23) and the advanced equation,
(k(t)z'(t))'+q(t)lz(a(t))l~-lz(a(t))=e(t),
From Theorem 3.4, we immediately obtain the following oscillation criteria.
for i = 1, 2, then (E~,I) is oscillatory.
Finally, we consider the case a > 1 and/3 > 1. 
H1 E D(a~, b~) and H2 E D(c~, d~) such that either f~i~ [ )~-I/~H~(t)P~(t) r(t)-' r(ai)t-r (a~) H[2(t) k(t)] at>O-
F[ l H~ (t) P~ (t) T (t) -r (ai) ,2
t-r(a~) S t (t) k(t) dt>0, 
(k(t) x' (t))' + p(t) x(r(t)) +q(t)x(a(t)) < e(t).
(3.27) Define
(t) -k (t) x' (t) (t)
In view of (3.27), we see that 1 2 x (w (t)) x (a (t)) e (t) (3.28) to find analogous oscillation criteria when 0 < a < 1 or 0 < fl < 1.
~,'(t) > ~(t)~ (t)+;(t) 7i~ +q(t) ~(t) x(t)
EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide some examples to illustrate the relevance of the results. More precisely, we will see that equations of the form, 
x"(t)÷mlsintx(t-ll)+mecostx(t+12)
=
~b' [H~(t) p(t) r(t)--r(al)
t
